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THE BENEFITS OF AQUA FITNESS

E X P E R I E N C E  A  R E V O L U T I O N  I N
S T R E N G T H  A N D  F I T N E S S  T R A I N I N G !
www.hydro-shred.com • inquiries: 615.207.6420

Improve Flexibility, Balance & Coordination

Improve Muscular Strength and Endurance

Increase Aerobic Capacity

Improves Balance and Coordination

Improves Core Stability

Improves Body Alignment and Muscle Symmetry

Decreases impact on Joints and Muscles

Speeds Up Metabolism

Reduces Stress levels

Increases Recovery Rates From Injuries

Encourages Social Interaction

Decreases Risk for Heart Disease

Decreases Blood Pressure, Increases HDL Cholesterol

Improves Circulation

Can Improve lung capacity both through exercise and the humid 

environment of the indoor facility

Enhances Athletic Performance

Less risk off overheating during exercise

Hydrostatic pressure reduces edema (swelling)
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BOARD HAND POSITIONING

LOWER BODY/CARDIO

   

HAND POSITION 1 

Place hands 2 inches from the side handles of the 
board. Palms are flat on the board, with the forearms 
face down and rest lightly on the board. This position 
recruits the back and chest.

HAND POSITION 2 

Place hands in the center of the board, and form a 
diamond with the forefingers and thumb. Wrists are  
face down, and arms are parallel on the board, but 
pulled in close to the rib cage. This position recruits  
the biceps, triceps, and shoulders.

HAND POSITION 3

Place hands in an underhand grip, one inch from the 
bottom holes.  Fingers face forward, and thumbs face 
you. This position recruits the biceps, and upper 
shoulders.

HAND POSITION 4

Place hands in an overhand grip, with the fingertips 
inside the top opening and thumbs on the inside. 
This position recruits the entire upper body-chest, 
back, triceps, biceps, and shoulders.

Different hand positions recruit and train different muscle groups. Each hand position 
determines a focus for each exercise. 

More variation can be developed by adding lower body 
exercises:

-Walking 
-Running
-Jacks
-Cross Country Ski

Determine the best exercises for your participants, and 
vary the drills to add maximum results. 
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HAND POSITION 5

Place the hands in a parallel grip on each side 
opening. Fingertips curl outside the opening, and 
thumbs face you. This position recruits the chest and 
upper back.

-Donkey Kicks
-Squats
-Lunges
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I. Warm-Up (5 minutes)

Begin with Hydro Shred set position: hand position one, and feet are hip-width distance apart, flat on the 
pool bottom.   

Begin by walking in place, arms stable. After 2-3 minutes, pick it up to a brisker walk or a slow jog. Knees can 
come up high to board level.  Push down slightly on the board, keeping the legs moving briskly. Increase 
pressure on the board, pushing down below the surface of the water. Continue till the heart rate increases 
and the participants are warmed up and relaxed. 

II. Interval ( 5 minutes)

HYDRO SHRED CLASS FORMAT

Put the board flat out in front of you, so that you’re stretch-
ing your ARMS forward and over the board and begin to 
apply pressure down on the board. Push down as far as you 
can, or as much as your body can handle per set.

Coaching Tips: 

-Set the position: raise the chest, brace the core
-Push the board down, increasing depth as you engage 
  the legs. 
-Keep walking, increase the speed
-Shoulders down away from the ears
-Lift the chest
-Brace the core

PUSH DOWNS

Take the board out in front of you, place your hands on 
the top of the board and submerge the board full in the 
water so that the half of the side of the board is under 
water… then after thirty seconds push down as hard as 
you can on the board to get the board in the water as far 
as possible. You’ll feel this throughout your whole upper 
body. Go to failure with each set, as you can with any 
exercise.

Coaching Tips:

-Set the position: raise the chest, brace the core
-Tilt the board slightly away, keeping it in alignment.
-Use the fingers to bring it back home
-Shoulders down, lift the chest, brace the core
-Strong and steady legs

STRAIGHT DOWNS

CARDIO Choose Lower Body Movement

CARDIO Choose Lower Body Movement

Time: 90 Sec. Moderate/90 Sec. Aggressive
Muscles Isolated: Chest,  Biceps, Back

Time: 30 Sec. Moderate/30 Sec. Aggressive
Muscles Isolated: Chest,  Triceps, Abs

1-2

4
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III. Lower Body Blast (5 minutes)

IV. Upper Body Blast  (10-20 minutes)

5

HYDRO SHRED CLASS FORMAT

Take the board and hold it from top of the board. Place it 
in the water straight down in front of you, then drop it 
into the water as far as it will go. Lift it back up to just 
below the surface keeping your elbows out, as if you were 
lifting a kettlebell. 

Stance: Feet in a comfortable standing position.

Coaching Tips:

-Set the position: raise the chest, brace the core
-Lead with the elbows
-Draw up slowly
-Lift chest, brace core
-Slow down on the lift up, creating more resistance

KETTLEBELL DROPS

Take the board horizontally and place your fingers 
INSIDE the hand holds. Then dip the board as deep into 
the water as you can, while bending slightly to compress 
your body. 

Stance: Feet About 2 feet apart. Bend at knees when 
dipping down.

Coaching Tips:
-Set the position:
  brace the core

AQUA CRUNCHES

Hold the board out in front of you from end to end, grab-
bing the outside hand holds FROM THE INSIDE. Start 
walking in place, then dip the board into the water so that 
it is at least halfway submerged. 

Coaching Tips:

-Set the position: raise the chest, brace the core
-Elbows in tight
-Brace the abs
-Keep the back and chest stable

SUBMERGES

CARDIO Choose Lower Body Movement

Time: 30 Sec. Moderate/30 Sec. Aggressive
Muscles Isolated: Back,  Biceps, Neck

Reps: 8 - 12 Reps
Muscles Isolated: Chest, Biceps, Abs

Reps: 8 - 12 Reps
Muscles Isolated: Shoulders, Triceps, Fingers

4

5
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-Tip slightly at the hip
-Body moves as one unit
-Brace the core
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IV. Upper Body Blast (continued)

HYDRO SHRED CLASS FORMAT

CARDIO Choose Lower Body Movement

Take the board and lie it flat in front of you, securely 
grounded in between your chest and your waist. Take the 
board and with your arms in the same position as the first 
exercise, push the board down into the water with your 
forearms. Sort of like you are doing a backward ARM 
CURL.

Stance: Feet in a comfortable standing position.

Coaching Tips: 

-Set the position:
  raise the chest, brace the core
-Feet hip width apart, soften the knees
-Keep the forearms engaged

REVERSE CURLS

Take the board and lay it flat in the water. Then take your 
hands together and form a triangle with your fingers 
(Position 2). While standing as straight as possible, push 
the board down into the water until your arms are straight 
and the allow it to come back up to the surface slowly… 
then push it down again. Push down in two second inter-
vals and bring it back up in 4 to 5 second intervals.

Stance: Feet in a comfortable standing position.

Coaching Tips:

-Set the position:
  raise the chest, brace the core
-Soften the knees
-Keep the elbows in close to ribs

TRICEP PUSHUPS

Walk in place and take the board and grab it with both 
hands from the very bottom and pull it into the water 
straight out in front of you. Keep dropping the board down 
further into the water until your Biceps goes to fail, or your 
fingers give out. 

Stance: Feet in a comfortable standing position.

Coaching Tips

-Set the position: raise the chest, brace the core
-Soften the knees
-Pull down
-Shoulders lowered
-Core is stable 13

BICEP Drops

Reps: 8 - 12 Reps
Muscles Isolated: Abdominals, Biceps, Back

Reps: 8 - 12 Reps
Muscles Isolated: Shoulders, Triceps

Reps: 8 - 12 Reps
Muscles Isolated: Biceps, Back, Chest

1-2

3

-Stable through the core
-Chest is lifted
-Shoulders down

-Shoulders are down
-Keep the wrists flat
-Push on the way down;
  resist on the way up
-Stable through the core
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IV. Upper Body Blast (continued)

V. Core Burn (5 minutes)

HYDRO SHRED CLASS FORMAT

Put the board out in front of you and place one foot, toes 
down on a step at the edge of the pool, or on a Baja step. 
Then push down slightly on the board and lift both feet 
up onto the step. When you are laying flat on top of the 
water, push the board down into the water until your 
arms are straight, then bring it back up to your chest and 
repeat. 

Stance: Floating position is optimal, but for those with 
certain issues, can place one foot down to center body.

Coaching Tips:

-Set the position: brace the core 
-Modification: one or both feet on the pool bottom
-Keep the hands wide
-Stabilize the upper body and the core
-Push down and resist up

FLOATING BENCH PRESS

Take the board and drop It straight into the water about 
halfway to ¾ of the way in the water with the board away 
from you.  Pull the board toward you and then immedi-
ately away from you. 

Stance: Feet in a comfortable standing position.

Coaching Tips:

-Set the position
-Core is stable, steady and strong
-Lower the shoulders
-Push and pull

PUSH TOS

Reps: 8 - 12 Reps
Muscles Isolated: Chest, Triceps

Reps: 8 - 12 Reps
Muscles Isolated: Abdominals, Biceps, Back

4

1-2
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V. Core Burn (continued)

HYDRO SHRED CLASS FORMAT

Submerge the board in the water side to side as deep as 
you can, pretending to “paddle” or row in the water.

Stance: Start with one foot back behind the other in a 
fighting stance.

Coaching Tips:

-Set the position: raise the chest, brace the core
-Elbows in
-Core is stable
-Keep the lower body stable
-Full sweep on each side

AQUA PADDLES

Hold the board out in front of you horizontally and drop it 
into the water about halfway. Then pivoting with your 
feet, swirl the board from the right to the left, 
immediately reversing direction and let the water act as 
powerful resistance. Move from side to side 8 to 10 times 
keeping your abs tight.

Stance: Feet in a comfortable standing position.

Coaching Tips:

-Set the position: raise the
  chest, brace the core
-Shoulders down
-Soften the knees

ABDOMINAL SPINS

Place the board out in front of you, placing your hands 
on the outside edges just inside the hand holds. Pivoting 
on your waist, move the board side to side, dropping it 
down in the water about 1” below the surface of the 
water, or as far as your muscles can handle if you are just 
starting.

Stance: Feet in a comfortable standing position.

Coaching Tips:

-Set position: raise the chest,
  brace the core
-Don’t lock the elbows out,
  but keep the arms straight

SIDE PUSHES

Reps: 8 - 12 Reps
Muscles Isolated: Abdominals, Back, Biceps

Reps: 8 - 12 Reps
Muscles Isolated: Abdominals, Back, Chest

Reps: 8 - 12 Reps
Muscles Isolated: Obliques, Abs, Biceps

1
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-Upper body is stable
-Core is engaged
-Move the upper body as
  one unit

-Feet are stable
-Pivot from the waist
-Stable through the core
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VI. Cool Down (5 minutes)

HYDRO SHRED CLASS FORMAT

Take the board out directly in front of you horizontally and 
place your hands on either side of the board, around the 
center. Drop the board into the water as DEEP AS YOU 
CAN and walk or run in place for a total of 30 - 60 seconds. 

Stance: Start with feet in a comfortable standing position, 
prior to lower body movement choice.

Coaching: Keep your chest lifted, but you will feel this 
quickly in your triceps and shoulders. Try to keep dipping 
it lower and lower every 5-10 seconds. Go to failure if you 
can.  

TORPEDOS

V. Cool Down (5 minutes)

A variety of stretches can be incorporated in this section.

-Bring the legs to a slow walk, and move the board out in front of you
-Stretch out the arms, dropping the head in between the arms, coming into a modified child pose
-Stretch out the board to one side, dropping the head, and then to the other side, dropping the head
-With both hands on the board, take one leg behind into a lunge stretch, lifting the back heel. Push   
  the board out in front of you. Switch legs
-Quad stretch
-Tricep and shoulder stretch

CARDIO Choose Lower Body Movement

Time: 30 - 60 Seconds
Muscles Isolated: Chest, Triceps

Hold the board out in front of you from end to end, grab-
bing the outside hand holds FROM THE INSIDE. Start 
walking in place, and then dip the board into the water so 
that it is at least halfway submerged.

Stance: Start with feet in a comfortable standing position, 
prior to lower body movement choice.

Coaching: Keep the board close to the body and keep your 
elbows in tight. You’ll feel this in your back, your BICEPS, 
your neck and a little in your chest. After 30 seconds lower 
the board further into the water, raising your knees up 
while you walk more briskly. Keep lowering it until you 
can’t lower it any further.

SUBMERGES

Time: 60 Seconds
Muscles Isolated: Back, Biceps, Neck

CARDIO Choose Lower Body Movement
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